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Materials Deployment
The Challenge 
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Figure 1: Materials development continuum

In much the same way that silicon in the 1970s led 
to the modern information technology industry, 
advanced materials could fuel emerging multi-billion-
dollar industries aimed at addressing challenges in 
energy, national security, and human welfare. Since 
the 1980s, technological change and economic 
progress have grown ever more dependent on new 
materials developments.1,2 To secure its competitive 
advantage in global markets and succeed in the 
future of advanced materials development and 
deployment, the United States must operate both 
faster and at lower cost than is possible today. 

At present, the time frame for incorporating new 
classes of materials into applications is remarkably 
long, typically about 10 to 20 years from initial 
research to first use. For example, the lithium ion 
battery, which is ubiquitous in today’s portable 
electronic devices, altered the landscape of modern 
information technologies; however, it took 20 years to 
move these batteries from a laboratory concept 
proposed in the mid 1970s to wide market adoption 
and use in the late 1990s.3,4 Even now, 40 years later, 
lithium ion batteries have yet to be fully incorporated 
in the electric car industry, where they stand to play 
a pivotal role in transforming our transportation 
infrastructure. It is clear that the pace of development 
of new materials has fallen far behind the speed at 
which product development is conducted.

As today’s scientists and engineers explore a new 
generation of advanced materials to solve the grand 
challenges of the 21st century, reducing the time 
required to bring these discoveries to market will be 
a key driving force behind a more competitive 
domestic manufacturing sector and economic growth.5 

The lengthy time frame for materials to move from 
discovery to market is due in part to the continued 
reliance of materials research and development 
programs on scientific intuition and trial and error 
experimentation. Much of the design and testing of 
materials is currently performed through time-
consuming and repetitive experiment and 
characterization loops. Some of these experiments 
could potentially be performed virtually with powerful 
and accurate computational tools, but that level of 
accuracy in such simulations does not yet exist.

An additional barrier to more rapid materials 
deployment is the way materials currently move 
through their development continuum (see Figure 1), 
which is the series of processes that take a new 
material from conception to market deployment. It 
comprises seven discrete stages, which may be 
completed by different engineering or scientific teams 
at different institutions. This system employs 
experienced teams at each stage of the process, but 
with few opportunities for feedback between stages 
that could accelerate the full continuum.

In the discovery stage it is crucial that researchers 
have access to the largest possible data set upon 
which to base their models, in order to provide  
a more complete picture of a material’s  
characteristics. This can be achieved through data 
transparency and integration. Another factor limiting a 
scientist’s ability to model materials behavior and 
invent new materials is their knowledge of the 
underlying physical and chemical mechanisms of a 
material system. There is currently no standard 
method for researchers  to share predictive algorithms 
and computational methods. 
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To achieve faster materials development, the materials 
community must embrace open innovation. Rapid 
advances in computational modeling and data 
exchange and more advanced algorithms for modeling 
materials behavior must be developed to supplement 
physical experiments; and a data exchange system 
that will allow researchers to index, search, and 
compare data must be implemented to allow greater 
integration and collaboration.

Later parts of the continuum are necessarily linear 
(i.e. certification cannot occur before systems design), 
but all stages would benefit from increased data 
transparency and communication. Currently, no 
infrastructure exists to allow 
different engineering teams 
to share data or models. 
Data transparency may 
have the largest impact 
after the material has been 
deployed, due to the fact 
that every industry relies on 
materials as components of 
product design. A product 
designer who needs a 
material of certain 
specifications may not be 
aware that the material has 
already been designed 
because there is no 
standard method to search for it. Data transparency 
encourages cross-industry and multidisciplinary 
applications.

The life cycle of a material does not end with 
deployment. An issue that is coming more to the 
attention of industry and consumers is the recyclability 
and sustainability of materials. Materials engineers 
must design for the ever-changing parameters and 
uses of materials after their initial intended purpose; 
for example, recyclability must become a design 
parameter.

The Materials Genome Initiative will develop the 
toolsets necessary for a new research paradigm in 
which powerful computational analysis will decrease 

the reliance on physical experimentation. Improved 
data sharing systems and more integrated engineering 
teams will allow design, systems engineering, and 
manufacturing activities to overlap and interact  
(see Figure 2).

This new integrated design continuum — incorporating 
greater use of computing and information technologies 
coupled with advances in characterization and 
experiment — will significantly accelerate the time and 
number of materials deployed by replacing lengthy 
and costly empirical studies with mathematical models 
and computational simulations. Now is the ideal time 
to enact this initiative; the computing capacity 

necessary to achieve these 
advances exists and related 
technologies such as 
nanotechnology and bio-
technology have matured to 
enable us to make great 
progress in reducing time 
to market at a very low cost.

Multiple international entities 
have recognized these 
issues and a number of 
foreign countries have 
already embarked on 
programs to address them.6 
The National Research 

Council of the National Academies of Sciences, in its 
report on Integrated Computational Materials 
Engineering, describes the potential outcome:

 Integrating materials computational tools and 
information with sophisticated computational and 
analytical tools already in use in engineering 
fields… [promises] to shorten the materials 
development cycle from its current 10-20 years to 
2 or 3 years.7

While it is difficult to anticipate the actual reduction 
in development time that will result from this initiative, 
our goal is to achieve a time reduction of greater 
than 50 percent.

Time

Future Materials
Continuum

Materials Continuum
Today

Number of 
New Materials
to Market

Figure 2: Initiative acceleration of the materials continuum
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tural subsystems controlling the properties
of interest, and the substages of processing
(represented by a vertical process flow
chart) governing the evolution of each sub-
system. This representation of the full sys-
tem was used to identify and prioritize the
key structure-property and process-structure
links to be quantified by the basic research
of the SRG program.

Computational design of hierarchical
structure requires a hierarchy of design
models. Fig. 3 represents the computation-
al models developed from research on the
primary microstructural levels of Fig. 2.
The experimental techniques used to cre-
ate and validate these models are shown
on the left; acronyms summarized on the
right denote specific models and their
software platforms.

The primary design tool used in this re-
search for integrating the output of subsystem
models was the THERMOCALC (TC) ther-
mochemical database and software system
(11) developed at the Royal Institute of Tech-
nology in Stockholm. Specifying subsystem
requirements in terms of thermodynamic pa-
rameters, the flexible TC system is used to
solve for complete alloy compositions that are
capable of achieving desired microstructures
under prescribed processing conditions. Rec-
ognizing the dynamic nonequilibrium nature
of real microstructures, it should be empha-
sized that the thermodynamic parameters of
interest rarely concern equilibrium states, but
rather specify length scales and time scales of
evolving metastable (or unstable) states. A
remarkable degree of control of dynamic sys-
tems can be achieved through control of the
thermodynamic forces that drive them.

Subsystem Modeling

The development of science-based compu-
tational subsystem models through focused
basic research is reviewed briefly below.

Strength subsystems. As denoted at the
highest structural levels in Figs. 2 and 3, a
primary consideration in strengthening is
control of the structural transformation during
quench hardening of an ultrahigh-strength
steel. The desired class of microstructure (de-
noted “lath martensite” in Fig. 2 and depicted
at the top of Fig. 3) requires a diffusionless
martensitic structural transformation at
200°C or above. After refining the TC
thermodynamic database, the development
of a kinetic parameter database based on
current transformation theory (14) provid-
ed the required computational model
(MART) to predict transformation temper-
atures with required precision. Model pre-
dictions are validated by metallurgical
quenching dilatometry (MQD), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), light micros-
copy (LM), and transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM). Other transformation design
codes shown in Fig. 3 (CASSIS and MAP)
treat the kinetic competition with other struc-
tural transformations in the case of lower alloy
steels.

The second structural level shown in Fig. 2
represents the final stage of strengthening by
solid-state precipitation of alloy carbides dur-
ing the last stage of heat treatment (13). The
precipitation of ultrafine carbides corresponds
to the “nano design” level in Fig. 3, represent-
ed by a model computation of the chemical
composition field in the Fe-base matrix sur-
rounding an ellipsoidal nanometer-scale car-
bide particle (14). At such small length scales,

suppression of conventional structural relax-
ation processes promotes the continuity of
crystal planes across the particle-matrix inter-
face, causing extreme elastic distortion, and
interfacial energy makes a dominant contri-
bution to the thermodynamics governing par-
ticle size. Measurements of particle size by
small-angle neutron scattering (15) (SANS),
elastic distortion by x-ray diffraction (XRD),
particle composition by atom-probe field-ion
microscopy (16) (APFIM) and analytical
electron microscopy (AEM), and calculations
of elastic energies from continuum mechanics
methods (14) (ABAQUS/EFG) are integrat-
ed with the TC thermodynamics [TC (Coh)]

Fig. 2. Materials system chart for high-performance alloy steel (1).
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Fig. 3. Hierarchy of computational design models and the experimental tools used to create and validate
them. Abbreviations are defined in the text.
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Materials as Systems

This approach to materials design is based
on the philosophy of the late Cyril Stanley
Smith (2, 3). Smith wrote extensively
about interactive structural hierarchy in
materials (and space-filling aggregates in
all branches of science, including geology
and biology). He envisioned a multilevel
structure with strong interactions among
levels, with an inevitable interplay of per-
fection and imperfection, and a duality of
description in which structure can be
equivalently regarded in terms of space-
filling units or of the array of interfaces
that bound them. This view of materials
admits a necessary complexity.

In the modern form of materials science,
Zener (4) has added a recognition of the
dynamic nature of materials to Smith’s spa-
tial hierarchy. In association with a hierar-
chy of length scales, there is a spectrum of
characteristic relaxation times (and there-
fore a spatiotemporal hierarchy), so that in
any real structure, there is some level (such
as the interatomic level or the grain bound-
ary level) that has not had time to equili-
brate. Thus, real structures are nonequilib-
rium and are therefore path- (or history-)
dependent, and recognizing this intrinsic
dynamic nature further raises the essential
complexity of materials.

Complexity sets natural limits on the
degree of predictability. It is often argued
that the complexity of materials makes
them undesignable. But this would be so
only if design required total predictability.
Fortunately, another principle can be ap-
plied, one that Cohen (5) has termed
“reciprocity,” which can be illustrated by
the example of structure-property rela-
tions. Although properties are typically
regarded as being controlled by structure,
Cohen argues that structure can be equally
regarded as being controlled by properties,
in that the perception of structure is gov-
erned by the properties that need to be
understood. If a complex structure is ex-
amined from the viewpoint of specific
properties, useful relations can be estab-
lished. Much of materials science is the art

of discriminating the essential from the
nonessential (the latter being similar to
the evolutionary vestiges of the biological
world) as the products of empirical devel-
opment are unraveled to control desired
properties. Reciprocity then allows scien-
tific analysis to provide the tools for ma-
terials design.

Although the powerful simplifying meth-
ods of scientific analysis provide the raw in-
gredients for design, these methods do not
integrate results so that new complexity can
be created and controlled. For this purpose,
engineering has developed the systems ap-
proach. A concise summary of the approach,
which is used in a materials design course at
Northwestern University (6), is given in a
review paper by Jenkins (7) of the Open
University. System analysis begins with prob-
lem identification, organization of an appro-
priate interdisciplinary team, formulation of
system design objectives from the function of
the system in the wider system it serves
(adopting a user-centered perspective), and
identification of component subsystems and
their interactions, typically represented in a
flow-block diagram. Design synthesis starts
with development and validation of appropri-
ate (purposeful) models for subsystems and
their interactions, assigning priorities and
needed accuracy from the context of the de-
sign problem, followed by model integration
to generate candidate design solutions offer-
ing satisfactory compromise among conflict-
ing objectives. The implementation of proto-
types then allows their experimental evalua-
tion at the level of the models that created
them, providing feedback for iterative reanal-
ysis and design until objectives are met. Spec-
ifications can then be set for operation of the
designed system.

In the context of materials, the prevalent
practice of empirical development involves
minimal up-front theoretical analysis and a
large amount of parallel (and relatively super-
ficial) evaluation of prototypes that leads to
empirical correlations that produce materials
with limited predictability of behavior. In an
age of increasing cost of experiment and de-
creasing cost (and increasing power) of com-
putation-based theory, a design approach
making maximum use of science-based mech-
anistic models and the sequential, deeper
evaluation of a small number of prototypes
can not only reduce the time and cost of
initial development but produce designed ma-
terials with more predictable behavior. This
approach can also reduce the time and cost of
process scale-up and material qualification.

Founded in 1985 with initial National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) support, the Steel
Research Group (SRG) (1), an international
effort that includes several labs from industry,
academia, and government, has adapted such
a systems methodology to the science-based

design of materials for the production of high-
performance alloy steels. The research has
integrated physical and process metallurgy,
ceramics, applied mechanics, quantum phys-
ics, chemistry, mechanical engineering, and
management science. Projects have investi-
gated ultrahigh-strength martensitic alloy
steels, high-strength formable automotive
sheet steels, and ferritic superalloys for power-
generating turbine applications. The exam-
ples discussed here are drawn primarily
from the largest project on martensitic alloy
steels, which has more recently led to a
project focused on high-performance gear
and bearing steels. This class of steels un-
dergoes a diffusionless (martensitic) struc-
tural transformation during quenching from
high temperatures, to provide a fine micro-
structure offering the best combination of
strength and toughness.

The materials property objectives moti-
vating the research were developed with a
property cross-plot approach, as generalized
by Ashby (8) to quantify property-perfor-
mance relations in a broad methodology for
materials selection. The exercise defined
combinations of strength (resistance to per-
manent deformation), toughness (fracture
resistance), and resistance to environmen-
tal hydrogen (H) cracking that would allow
a major advance in the useable strength
level of structural steels, an advance that
was recognized by industry participants as
being beyond the reach of empirical devel-
opment in the planned time frame.

Four primary elements are critical in ma-
terials science and engineering: processing,
structure, properties, and performance (9).
There is no general agreement, however, on
how these elements are interconnected. SRG
research has found the linear structure shown
in Fig. 1 to be crucial for systematic design. In
the spirit of Smith’s structural duality, Fig. 1
emphasizes that these elements form a three-
link chain. Expanding Cohen’s reciprocity,
the structure offers a resonant bond between
the science and engineering of materials, in
which the deductive cause-and-effect logic of
science flows to the right, while the inductive
goal-means relations of engineering flow to
the left. Further support for the utility of this
paradigm is offered by its direct correspon-
dence to the general axiomatic design ap-
proach developed by Suh and Albano (10) to
apply across all engineering disciplines.

Once a set of property objectives has
been deduced from property-performance
relations, the chain of Fig. 1 can serve as a
backbone to which the addition of Smith’s
hierarchy can provide a first-order represen-
tation of a full system structure. The prod-
uct of such an exercise as applied to the
system structure of a high-performance al-
loy steel in SRG research (1) is represented
in Fig. 2. The chart denotes the microstruc-

Fig. 1. Three-link chain model of the central par-
adigm of materials science and engineering.
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tural subsystems controlling the properties
of interest, and the substages of processing
(represented by a vertical process flow
chart) governing the evolution of each sub-
system. This representation of the full sys-
tem was used to identify and prioritize the
key structure-property and process-structure
links to be quantified by the basic research
of the SRG program.

Computational design of hierarchical
structure requires a hierarchy of design
models. Fig. 3 represents the computation-
al models developed from research on the
primary microstructural levels of Fig. 2.
The experimental techniques used to cre-
ate and validate these models are shown
on the left; acronyms summarized on the
right denote specific models and their
software platforms.

The primary design tool used in this re-
search for integrating the output of subsystem
models was the THERMOCALC (TC) ther-
mochemical database and software system
(11) developed at the Royal Institute of Tech-
nology in Stockholm. Specifying subsystem
requirements in terms of thermodynamic pa-
rameters, the flexible TC system is used to
solve for complete alloy compositions that are
capable of achieving desired microstructures
under prescribed processing conditions. Rec-
ognizing the dynamic nonequilibrium nature
of real microstructures, it should be empha-
sized that the thermodynamic parameters of
interest rarely concern equilibrium states, but
rather specify length scales and time scales of
evolving metastable (or unstable) states. A
remarkable degree of control of dynamic sys-
tems can be achieved through control of the
thermodynamic forces that drive them.

Subsystem Modeling

The development of science-based compu-
tational subsystem models through focused
basic research is reviewed briefly below.

Strength subsystems. As denoted at the
highest structural levels in Figs. 2 and 3, a
primary consideration in strengthening is
control of the structural transformation during
quench hardening of an ultrahigh-strength
steel. The desired class of microstructure (de-
noted “lath martensite” in Fig. 2 and depicted
at the top of Fig. 3) requires a diffusionless
martensitic structural transformation at
200°C or above. After refining the TC
thermodynamic database, the development
of a kinetic parameter database based on
current transformation theory (14) provid-
ed the required computational model
(MART) to predict transformation temper-
atures with required precision. Model pre-
dictions are validated by metallurgical
quenching dilatometry (MQD), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), light micros-
copy (LM), and transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM). Other transformation design
codes shown in Fig. 3 (CASSIS and MAP)
treat the kinetic competition with other struc-
tural transformations in the case of lower alloy
steels.

The second structural level shown in Fig. 2
represents the final stage of strengthening by
solid-state precipitation of alloy carbides dur-
ing the last stage of heat treatment (13). The
precipitation of ultrafine carbides corresponds
to the “nano design” level in Fig. 3, represent-
ed by a model computation of the chemical
composition field in the Fe-base matrix sur-
rounding an ellipsoidal nanometer-scale car-
bide particle (14). At such small length scales,

suppression of conventional structural relax-
ation processes promotes the continuity of
crystal planes across the particle-matrix inter-
face, causing extreme elastic distortion, and
interfacial energy makes a dominant contri-
bution to the thermodynamics governing par-
ticle size. Measurements of particle size by
small-angle neutron scattering (15) (SANS),
elastic distortion by x-ray diffraction (XRD),
particle composition by atom-probe field-ion
microscopy (16) (APFIM) and analytical
electron microscopy (AEM), and calculations
of elastic energies from continuum mechanics
methods (14) (ABAQUS/EFG) are integrat-
ed with the TC thermodynamics [TC (Coh)]

Fig. 2. Materials system chart for high-performance alloy steel (1).
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の析出状態となり，回復・再結晶が進行する。この亜結晶粒
界の安定化には固溶していた不純物の鉄やけい素の偏析およ
び析出が関係すると考えられる。浅野らは収差補正走査/透
過型電子顕微鏡とエネルギー分散型分析装置で亜結晶粒界上
の鉄やけい素の偏析を観察している 6）。鉄は同様に拡散して
くるけい素と反応して粒界上で化合物α-AlFeSiを形成する。
α-AlFeSiは回復・再結晶の進行とともに亜結晶粒界をはずれ
て粒内析出状態となると考えられる。Fig. 2は380°Cで焼な
ましした材料の組織である 7）。粒内に微細析出しているのは
α-AlFeSiである。この化合物の析出の分布状態を観察すると
亜結晶粒界に存在したことをうかがわせる。さらに高温では
鉄はAl3Feとして析出して再結晶を抑制すると考えられる。
これはAl–Fe–Si合金系の析出挙動から明らかである 8）。
以上のような回復・再結晶過程の速度論的解析は古くか
ら Johnson-MehlやAvrami式で解析されてきた 9）, 10）。最近で
は各種改良モデルもあるが基本的には変わっていない 11）, 12）。
山本は，JMA式の問題点を明らかにし，1979年新しい反応
速度式を提唱した 13）。JMA式は JohnsonとMehlにより1938
年提唱されたが，彼らは核生成速度が時間によらず一定と

仮定して導出した 14）。これに対し，同年，Avramiは核形成
速度が時間的に不変である仮定は実験事実に合わないとし
て，単位時間あたりの核発生速度をαN0 exp（-αt）で与えら
れるとしたが，級数展開の扱いを簡略化した結果，Johnson
やMehlと同じ結論となった 15）, 16）。ロシアのKolmogorovも
1938年同じ結果を得ているので，最近では JMAK式とも呼
ばれることが多いが，ここでは JMA式とする。
山本の速度式の有効性は，すでに，Cu–Be合金の析出 17）

やセメンタイトの黒鉛化 18），Al–Zn–Mg合金の二段時効現
象 19）などで確認されている。回復・再結晶過程について不
純物の役割が非常に重要であることは生産現場ではよく知ら
れているが，不純物の影響を速度式に入れて解明した研究は
非常に少ないのが現状である。本研究の目的はアルミニウム
の回復・再結晶速度に JMA式と山本の式を適用し，JMA式
の限界と，山本の式が有効なことを明らかにし，不純物の反
応速度に及ぼす役割を解明することにある。

2.　回復・再結晶のモデルと解析に用いた速度式

2. 1　拡散律速で成長する場合の山本の式の導出
JMA式は，一般に新相の割合yで表されることが多い 9）, 10）。
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nは指数（時間指数）である。τは時定数を表す。これらパ
ラメータの物理的意味は後述する。これに対し山本は析出な
どの相変態における核生成は統計的集団現象として生じる
ものであるから，その数の増加は指数関数的に変化し，時刻 
tでの新相粒子数Nは次式で表されるのが自然と考えた 13）。
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時刻 t=0での旧相粒子数をN0，時定数をτ2（新相粒子ができ
るまでの旧相粒子の存在時間，寿命を意味する）とすると，
新相粒子の数の増加速度 Iは次式で表される。
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本研究の回復・再結晶の機構はFig. 1に示したように固溶
した不純物元素が焼なまし中に転位セルや亜結晶粒界上に偏
析および析出し，回復・再結晶速度を律速していると考えた。
不純物の溶質濃度の影響については，母相から新相（β相）
の析出を想定し，新相粒子の生成速度が指数関数的に減少し
拡散律速成長すると仮定して，まず半径Rの球状の新相粒子
の場合の反応式を求めた。母相の溶質原子濃度をCI，β相の
溶質濃度をCβ，β相と母相との界面での溶質原子濃度をCEと
し，新相–旧相界面が拡散で移動する場合，時刻 tでの球形
の新相粒子の半径Rとその速度変化dR/dtは次式で与えられ
る 9）, 13）。Dは拡散係数である。
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この粒子の体積をvとすると，tにおける体積成長速度dv/dtは
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Fig. 1 Silicon segregates or precipitates on the dislocation 
cell at RT (a), coagulates and forms silicon ring on the cell 
boundaries at 150°C (b), and separates from boundaries at 
200°C (c) during annealing in 1050 aluminum sheet4), 5).

Fig. 2 Precipitation of α-AlFeSi fine particles having less 
than 1 µm diameter dispersed within grains during anneal-
ing at 380°C7).
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3.　実 験 方 法

ラボの連続鋳造設備で造塊した1050鋳塊（Fe: 0.29 mass%, 
Si: 0.09 mass%）を，不純物の固溶度を変化させるために
ソーキング（均質化処理）なしと600°C/8 h炉冷（FC）と水
冷（WQ）の3種類のソーキング条件で行った。これらの鋳
塊を，500°Cに再加熱し20 mmから4 mmまで熱間圧延を行
い 300°Cで終了した熱間圧延材をソルトバスにて 290, 320, 
350, 380°Cで保持した。この熱処理を行った試料について硬
度，電気伝導度，ミクロ組織を調べた。硬度は板厚中心で
ビッカース硬さ（荷重5 kg）3点測定し，その平均値を求めた。
ミクロ組織もその板厚中央面を偏光顕微鏡で観察し再結晶過
程を調べた。

4.　実 験 結 果

Fig. 4, Fig. 5は350°C焼なましでの硬度と電気伝導度の変
化である。硬度変化からソーキングなし材が最も再結晶は遅
く始まり，遅く終了していることがわかる。さらにソーキン
グ600°Cからの冷却速度の影響は小さいことがわかった。電
気伝導度の変化からは再結晶の開始とともに電気伝導度が 
大きく変化して固溶していた不純物原子が析出することがわ

かる。
Fig. 6は板厚中央面の偏光顕微鏡写真である。ソーキング
なし材は再結晶の開始が350°Cで約30分に対し，600°Cソー
キング材は水冷，炉冷材いずれも約6分である。再結晶完了
はソーキングなし材では350°Cで3時間，一方，600°Cソー
キング材はいずれも1時間である。これは硬度や導電率の変
化と対応している。またソーキングされた材料の結晶粒は炉
冷，水冷にかかわらず再結晶完了後約100 µmで，ソーキン
グなし材約300 µmに比べ微細であった。

5.　速度論的解析結果

Fig. 4の硬度変化を反応の開始と終了の差を1として反応
全体を規格化して図中にExperimental Data（Exp. Data）とし
て示した。なお，焼なまし直後（0.01分）の硬度はAs Rolled
材と同じとして解析した。規格化された曲線を山本の速度
式（12）でカーブフィッティングさせ最適なパラメータを求
めた。硬度変化から全体の反応は一つの速度式だけでは表す
ことはできないことがわかり，想定される二つの反応，回復
と再結晶反応の複合反応と考え次式で解析した。

Fig. 4 Effect of soaking conditions on the change in 
Vickers hardness in 1050 aluminum sheet annealed at 
350°C.

Fig. 5 Effect of soaking conditions on the change in the 
electrical conductivity in 1050 aluminum sheet annealed at 
350°C.

Fig. 6 Effect of soaking conditions on the change in the microstructures in the center plane (L-LT plane) of 1050 aluminum  
sheet annealed at 350°C.
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Annealing at 550 !C accounts for the development of

Goss and h-fiber annealing textures characterized by low
TFs (M 2 2.1–2.3) whereas the rest of the growing grains
match with the intermediate values in the TF map (cf.
Figs. 5f and 6).

3.2.3. Recrystallization
The fact that process variables have an impact on both

the hot band and deformation textures implies that these
parameters also affect the final annealing texture. Fig. 7
presents through thickness textures in the recrystallized
materials at 550 !C. All the RX textures are similar to a
large extent, as they all consist of the same texture fibers,
namely h-, a- and (somewhat less intense) c-fiber orienta-
tions (cf. Figs. 1 and 7). Only the intensities and intensity
distributions along these fibers are different. The RX of
material A leads to development of the Goss component
with an intensity of !6 rl, the cube orientation with an
intensity of !4 rl and a relatively weak P component
(!3 rl). After an identical cold rolling reduction and
annealing treatment the RX texture of material B is weak
and consists of a relatively homogeneous h-fiber with a
weak intensity of !2.5 rl, a Goss orientation of !5.6 rl, a
P component (!4.0 rl) and weak intensity c-fiber compo-
nents. The same RX annealing of material C leads to sim-
ilar textural features as in material B but with even lower
intensities of both the Goss and P components (cf.
Fig. 7b and c).

4. Modeling the recrystallization texture

4.1. Model description

The development of a RX texture is controlled by
numerous metallurgical parameters. The physical phenom-
ena involved in the process are still incompletely under-
stood. Simulation of the RX with simplified assumptions
allows determination of the physical events that dominate
orientation selection during annealing. The present model,
the basic idea of which is presented in Fig. 8, is inspired by
the approach of Kestens and Jonas [20]. The assumption is
made that orientation selection occurs during both the
nucleation and growth stages of RX. Growth selection is
introduced in the model by attributing an increased weight
to the nuclei that exhibit a h1 1 1i 40! orientation relation
with the deformed matrix grains. Numerically this is imple-
mented in the model by rotating the deformation texture
around all eight variants of the h1 1 1i 40! orientation rela-
tion and by considering the texture thus obtained as a
growth potential texture FGP(g ). If the nucleation texture
is a random texture then FGP(g ) would simply represent
the simulated RX texture.

Oriented nucleation is implemented in the model by
applying a nucleation operator Pn (g ) to this growth poten-
tial texture FGP(g ), i.e. from all the orientations with the
potential for selective growth only those that have nucle-
ated according to a nucleation criterion that will be
explained below will appear in the RX texture. The com-
bined effect of nucleation and growth potential operators
will produce the simulated RX texture fR(g ) according to
the expression:

fRðgÞ ¼ cP nðgÞF GPðgÞ ð2Þ

with c a constant that normalizes the RX texture to unity.

Fig. 6. The normalized TF distribution (between 0 and 1) for plane strain
compression of crystallographic orientations in the u2 = 45! section
calculated by applying the full constraints Taylor theory.

Fig. 7. Texture development during annealing at 550 !C for 30 s (u2 = 45!
sections): (a) material A; (b) material B; (c) material C. Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the recrystallization model.

J.J. Sidor et al. / Acta Materialia 59 (2011) 5735–5748 5741

J.J. Sidor et al. / Acta Materialia 59 (2011) 5735–5748

various temperatures demonstrates that basal slip is still the most favourable slip system during tension along RD, however,
at higher strains ðP 40%Þ (and at higher temperature) f11 !22gh11 !2 !3i pyramidal slip is activated (Liu and Wu, 2006).

The predicted stress–strain curves obtained from models with and without DRX as well as the evolution of the volume
fraction of recrystallized elements is presented in Fig. 13. The onset of DRX occurs right before the peak stress, causing
softening later. This was reported in the experimental work of Galiyev et al. (2001) validating the simulation results.

Fig. 11. Normalized distribution of dislocation density over the sample (a) initial at # 2% strain (b) final (after DRX).

Fig. 12. Volume fraction of recrystallized elements obtained from the simulation.

E. Popova et al. / International Journal of Plasticity 66 (2015) 85–102 99

E. Popova et al. / Int. J. Plast 66 (2015) 85–102

F.J. Humphreys, Mater. Sci. Technol. 8 (1992) 135–144.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample Preparation

In this study, multilayered steel samples with alter-
nating martensite/austenite layers with a thickness of
~40 lm in each layer were prepared following the
procedure described in the Reference 4. The top layer
is martensite. Stainless steel (SS420) with a martensite
structure after quenching serves as the brittle layer.
Austenitic stainless steel (SS304) with austenite phase at
room temperature was used as the ductile component.
Reference monolithic samples of the martensite and
austenite were specifically prepared to determine their
lattice parameters. Three-dimensional (3D) polychro-
matic and monochromatic microdiffraction was used to
probe material behavior at the submicron level during
in situ tensile loading experiments. The results of in situ
measurements were complemented by orientation imag-
ing microscopy (OIM) and scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) study of the composite after deformation.

B. 3D X-ray Microscopy

This technique was developed by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) at the 34 ID E beamline of the
Advanced Photon Source (APS).[6– 9] For spatially
resolved X-ray microbeam measurements, a 50-lm-
thick Platinum wire is used as a knife-edge differential
aperture (Figure 2). Differential aperture X-ray micro-
scopy (DAXM) produces partially shadowed Laue
patterns that can be used to deconvolute the overlapping
Laue patterns generated from the grains along the
incident beam path. Typically, 400 partially shadowed
images are used to triangulate the individual diffracting
grains from different depths in the sample. Details about
the principle of DAXM data collection can be found
elsewhere.[5– 8] The sample Cartesian reference frame is
set such that the X and Y axes are in the plane of the
sample and parallel to the layers of the multilayered steel
composite, and the Z axis coincides with the surface
normal (Figure 2). In this coordinate system, a

polychromatic X-ray microbeam (PXM) with a diame-
ter less than 500 nm is incident to the surface at ~45 deg
with components, ð0 " 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

; " 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p
Þ. With this dif-

fraction geometry, the beam probes regions located at
different layers and different depths under the surface as
it penetrates into sample. Both monochromatic and
polychromatic beams were used for the measurement.
A small load cell was specially designed and built for

the in situ incremental tensile loading experiments.[9]

Flat dog-bone tensile specimens with dimensions of
12 mm in length and 1 mm in thickness were electro–
discharge-machine cut from the steel sheet. The gage
section was about 1 mm wide and 3 mm long. The
sample surface was mechanically ground, polished, and
etched lightly to reveal the microstructure. Such surface
preparation removed about 10 lm of the material from
the top martensitic layer. Four surface indents were
made using a Vicker’s microhardness tester at the center
of the gage section, marking out an area of
200 9 200 lm2 for the convenience of tracking target
grains during the in situ loading experiment. Loading
direction was parallel to the layers of the steel compos-
ite. Samples were measured with X-ray microbeam
before loading in the as-manufactured state and during
in situincremental tensile loading at two different levels.
The first tensile loading was performed at ~0.1 pct
global strain and the 2nd loading was at ~0.26 pct
global strain. Note that the averaged global strain was
determined by the digital image correlation (DIC)
method, using the surface microstructure features in
the target area as the built-in pattern. Details about the
experiment setup can be found elsewhere, where a dual
phase steel was examined.[9]

Fig. 2—Scheme of the 3D microdiffraction. Beam is incident at
45 deg to the sample surface. Diffracted beams are collected at the
detector. Platinum wire serves as a differential aperture and shadows
parts of the diffracted beam. Typically, about ~400 partially shad-
owed images are takes at the same location. This allows tracing the
collected intensity and determining the contribution of the intensity
from each 1 lm-thick depth.

Fig. 1—The relationship between fracture elongation and yield
strength in steels and fabricated multilayered steels.
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layer underneath, as illustrated in the schematic drawing
of Figure 9. Residual strains in the as-prepared multi-
layered samples arise because of shape misfits between
the martensitic layer and austenitic layer during water-
quenching. That is to say, the martensitic transforma-
tion involves significant volume expansion during
quenching, while the entire shape of the sample is
restrained because of the existence of interface between
martensitic layer and austenitic layer. Consequently, the
alternating layers bear positive and negative lattice
strains. When these strains exceed the elastic limit for
the layer, they trigger the formation of GNDs and
GNBs. The austenite lattice has a significantly lower
elastic limit compared to martensite. Therefore, the
formation of GNDs and GNBs mainly takes place in the
austenite layer in the most strained region, i.e., near the
interface. It should be noted that while the average
global strain level was ~0.26 pct at load 2, the local
stress in the near-interface regions was higher and
exceeded the barrier for dislocation formation and
multiplication. The formation of GNDs partially relaxes
the as-manufactured strains and reduces near-interface
strain gradients. Within one austenite grain near the
interface with martensite, there are regions with varying

lattice curvature and surface normal orientation (Figure 9).
Under load, these strains redistribute in both phases of
the composite.
Previously, it was shown[4] that the interface bonding

strength is very high in these layered steel composites,
which agrees with the observed high near-interface
strain gradients in this work. The observed near-
interface residual strain gradients are typical for layered
and fibrous composite materials due to the difference in
the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) between the
layers and due to an additional impact of strains
imposed during the martensitic transformation in the
martensitic stainless steel SS420J2 layers. The formation
of high strain gradients near the interfaces of other
composite materials was also observed, for example, in
natural in situ grown, directionally solidified eutectic
layered and fibrous composites.[14,15]

It should be noted that during tensile loading, the
(317) and (339) lattice strains are tensile in the middle
of the austenite layer, and increase with the load
(Figure 11). Both of these crystallographic directions
are close to the sample surface normal and are almost
perpendicular to the tensile loading direction. It is well
known that from the Poisson ratio for a single phase

Fig. 10—Depth-dependent inverse lattice parameter Q for (345) reflection of top martensite layer at load 0 (a) and under load 2 (b), and inten-
sity profiles at three different depths at load 0 (c) and at load 2 (d). The depths are shown by arrows in the (a) and (b) frames. Depth along the
beam for the top martensite layer is from the sample surface. Vertical dashed lines in (c) and (d) and horizontal dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark
the reference Q value for the martensite sample.
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The martensite layer was deformed elastically, while the
austenite layer demonstrated both elastic and plastic
deformation. Within one austenitic grain at the inter-
face, different types of dislocation slip systems including
geometrical necessary dislocations were activated. This
indicates that austenite grains located near the interfaces
are very likely to deform plastically, due to the high
bonding strength. Furthermore, a gradient of lattice
strain was confirmed in the austenitic grain. As indicated
in the results of EBSD (Figure 4), one austenitic grain
crosses the neighbor martensitic layer and reaches the
second austenitic layer, which means the interfaces
between martensitic layer and austenitic layer in the
present steels are stable.
During loading, lattice strain partitioning between the

martensite and austenite layers, due to the difference in
capacity of plastic deformation, was confirmed.Austenite
layers have smaller tensile lattice strain since austenite
preferentially yielded, while martensitic layers have larger
tensile lattice strain and elastically bear applied stress at
0.2 pct strain. Stress partitioning between dissimilar
layers has been confirmed in the previous in situ neutron
diffraction measurements.[1] It is noteworthy, that the
lattice strain tends to be uniform within the austenite
grain adjacent to the martensite/austenite interface,
indicating that the applied stress is uniformly transferred
without localization of stress even in the vicinity of the
interface. Generally, as-quenched martensite has high
strength but limited elongation. The stress partitioning
effectively breaks the limitation in elongation of the
as-quenched martensite layers. Therefore, high elongation
was achieved in the layered geometry.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Multilayered steels consisting of alternating layers of
ultra-high strength martensitic steel and ductile austenite

Fig. 12—Depth-dependent lattice strain distribution along [339] and
[317] directions of the austenite grain with the distance from the aus-
tenite/martensite interface at three different loads: load 0—blue; load
1—magenta; load 2—yellow. Figure shows that in undeformed state
close to the interface the austenite lattice is under tension along both
[339] and [317] lattice directions. The region of tension is followed by a
region of compression, then again tension. In the middle of the grain,
strain saturates close to the zero level compare to the reference sample.
Under the load 1 the amplitude of alternating tensile/compressive/ten-
sile strain decreases, and under load 2 the strain is nearly constant with
the distance from the interface. It should be noted that with the load
increase, the strain level in the middle of the grain increases and
becomes more tensile in both [339] and [317] directions.

Fig. 13—Schematic of possible deformation mechanism in the steel composite with alternating martensite (M) and austenite (A) layers.
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and cold rolling textures. Hence, manufacturing should be
modified so as to control texture evolution during the
entire process, to ensure that the final product has the
required properties. Through process texture control
requires a detailed understanding of how the texture is
affected by the processing parameters. Through process
texture modeling has evolved significantly in the last dec-
ade, to the stage that the main texture changes can be
reproduced with reasonable accuracy. Grain interaction
crystal plasticity models are capable of predicting the
deformation texture with reasonable quantitative accuracy
[6,8–13].

Orientation selection during RX occurs during both the
nucleation and growth stages of RX, which are referred to
as oriented nucleation and oriented growth, respectively
[14]. Oriented nucleation occurs by the formation of RX
nuclei at preferred microstructural sites of specific orienta-
tions which recover more easily than others. The annihila-
tion of dislocations produces dislocation-free areas which
grow by virtue of a difference in the stored energy between
the nucleus and the deformed matrix. According to the ori-
ented growth mechanism the nuclei of particular misorien-
tations with respect to the deformed matrix exhibit
increased mobility compared with nuclei of arbitrary mis-
orientation. The preferred relationship of increased mobil-
ity during annealing is generally described by a 40! rotation
about a common h1 1 1i axis between disappearing
deformed and growing recrystallized grains.

Low or high stored energy nucleation is another ques-
tion pertaining to RX phenomena [14]. Low stored energy
nucleation claims that regions with a reduced stored energy
of plastic deformation (either by a less dense network of
dislocations or lower misorientation gradients) are more
prone to develop RX nuclei, which grow at the expense
of regions with a high stored energy, e.g. by a mechanism
such as strain induced boundary migration (SIBM). Con-

versely, nucleation may be favored in high stored energy
regions of the substructure because of a local increase in
the driving force for recovery and sub-grain growth or coa-
lescence at the expense of the surrounding regions, where
recovery is sluggish.

The present study aims at investigating texture evolution
during RX in an aluminum sheet based on both experimen-
tal measurements and texture simulations. The current
work is also an attempt to analyze RX texture development
based on an analysis of the stored energy of plastic defor-
mation in various regions of orientation space employing
crystal plasticity calculations. Modeling texture evolution
during RX helps in understanding the physical phenomena
involved in the process and is therefore of key importance
in developing metal products with controlled textures.

2. Experimental and computational methods

The material used in the current study is a convention-
ally and asymmetrically hot rolled (ASHR) 6016 aluminum
alloy. Prior to cold rolling the symmetrically hot rolled
materials were subjected to different thermo-mechanical
treatments (cf. Fig. 2), from which two materials ensued
(designated A and B) with different microstructural and
textural features. The thicknesses of the symmetrically
hot rolled materials A and B were 7.50 and 7.45 mm,
respectively.

In the current asymmetric hot rolling (ASHR) experi-
ment a rolling mill was used with rolls of different diame-
ters rotating at the same angular speed. The ratio of the
roll diameters applied in the present ASHR process was
D1/D2 = 1.3. The casting block was asymmetrically hot
rolled in a laboratory rolling mill to a thickness of
!7.05 mm applying intermediate annealing at 560 !C
between rolling passes to make the material soft prior to
the following hot rolling pass. The inter-annealing soaking

Fig. 1. Reduced Euler space with important fibers and crystallographic orientations in aluminum alloys. The u2 = 45! ODF section and the b-fiber
extending from u2 = 45! to u2 = 90! are illustrated.

5736 J.J. Sidor et al. / Acta Materialia 59 (2011) 5735–5748
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has been oriented and will be explained in the following
subsections.

The inverse problem. As described above, a dilato-
meter experiment provides two sets of time-dependent
data: the length change, A(t), and the temperature at the
middle point of the specimen, r(t). Parameterized with
respect to time, these data define the so-called dilatation
curve (cf. Figure I), which allows the determination of the
transformation start and end. To obtain the resulting phase
fractions in case of several product phases, an additional
metallographic examination by a microscope is required.
For a cooling curve with at most two product phases,

e.g., bainite and martensite, if it is assumed that their phase
fractions are spatially homogeneous within the specimen,
then z(t) = (ZI (t), Z2 (t») is only a function of time. From a
mathematical point of view, it should be possible to obtain
these two time-dependent functions from the measured
data(A(t),r(t»). Indeed it has been shown in [4] that the
temporal evolution of the two phase fractions is uniquely
determined by these two time-dependent measurements.
In other words, in case of at most two coexisting product

phases, it should be possible to obtain all the information
necessary to construct a CCT diagram directly from the
dilatometer experiments, thereby avoiding additional
metallographic investigations.
For the numerical identification of the phase fractions

z(t) = (ZI (t), Z2 (t») from dilatation curves, the thermoelastic
system (Ia-d) is discretized with finite differences. The
phase fractions are described as cubic splines. Enforcing
additional assumptions z'(O)=z'(tE)=O, where tE is the
ending time, the remaining spline coefficients can be
uniquely represented in terms of the z values in the
temporal grid points, in the following called a l , ' • " am .
Then the inverse problem is to find the values al'oo',am
such that the overall displacement u(l,t) is close to the
measurement A(t) and the temperature in the middle of the
specimen, T(l/2,t) is close to the measurement of ret)
concurrently. More accurately, the following inverse
problem has to be solved:

(I c)

570.C// 670·C

/.:/

i=1

4

1](Z) =goT;e! + LfJiZi
i=!

4

5(z) =go + LaiZi '

Moreover, it is fixed on the left-hand side and stress free
on the right-hand side, i.e.

Then, the thermal strain is given as e!h=8(z)T-1](z).
Assuming further an additive partitioning of the overall

strain into a thermal one and an elastic one, the following
quasi-static, linearized thermo-elasticity system is
obtained:

Figure 1. Schematic dilatation curves (A=austenite; F=ferrite;
P=pearlite; B=bainite; M=martensite) [11].

Since cooling happens all around the specimen, the
distributed Newton type of cooling law has been chosen
with a heat transfer coefficient r and a coolant
temperature T'" ;p is the density, c the heat capacity, k is
the thermal conductivity and L = .. . ,L4 ) the vector of
latent heats of the product phases. A = 2A j + A z is the
bulk modulus with the Lame constants AI' Az.
The system has to be completed with boundary and

initial conditions. It is assumed that the specimen is
isolated at its end points x=O and x=l, i.e.

u(O,t)=0 and ux(l,t)-g(z)T(l,t)+1](z) = O. (I d)

To compute the phase fractions, one can add the Avrami-
type kinetics [5-7] or rate laws as in [8, 9]. Afterwards the
direct problem is completely defined and for a given set of
boundary and initial conditions, the solution (u, T, z) can
be computed. However, in this paper another viewpoint

(IP) is a quadratic optimization problem, in which the field
equation for temperature and displacement (Eq.1a-d) show
up as equality constraints. In order to solve (IP) the field
equations (I a-d) have been discretized. Then one arrives at
the following finite-dimensional nonlinear optimization
problem:
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